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Is your WordPress website fast? How
can I speed up my WordPress Website?
PAGE SPEED WILL BE OFFICIAL
GOOGLE RANKING FACTOR,
HostedinCanada.com has you covered.

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA,
CANADA, June 19, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Is your WordPress
website fast enough?  Google
announced that they will be making
speed a ranking factor within mobile
search results starting July 2018.
However, this speed update will affect
only the worst pages since the intent of
the query is still one of the strongest
signals. So slow pages can still enjoy
higher ranking if they offer relevant
content.  Canadian Web Hosting sites, all
web hosting sites NEED to make sure
you TEST and FIX speed issues.  At
HostedinCanada.com we can help you
with WordPress website Speed
Optimization.

BUT, it’s not just about Google. Speed is
a huge factor when it comes to user
experience as well. A 2017 Google study
revealed that 53% of the visitors
abandoned sites that took longer than
three seconds to load. It might be a mark
that’s hard to achieve, especially if you
have high-quality images and videos on
your site but you can still work on the
aspects that can be improved. 

There are a few places you can check
your website speed.  You can use
Google’s Test My Site, GTMetrix.com or
tools.pingdom.com to check your page load time, the approximate percentage of visitors you are
losing and other aspects of your site that need improvement.

http://www.einpresswire.com
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It’s worth mentioning that AMP will not
enjoy any additional benefits, although
it’s very nature allows it to fly high on the
page load time and naturally gives it an
advantage. But other than that, there will
be no special “rewards”.

Need help with improving page speed?
We can help. Just reach out to our reps
and ask about our 15% summer
discount, and let us do the rest. 1-866-
730-2040 #207
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